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INFLUENCE Of CLOCKING WAVEFORMCN CHARGE TRANSFER IN THREE-PHASE C.C.D.'s

·. t5 ·.
M.P. Singh*, s.n. Brothe.rto.n P.C.To Roberts* and D.R.o Lamb*
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ABSTRACT
P,n analysis of charge transfer in three-phase C.C.D. 's is presented
for the case when they are driven by two-level 'linear' clock. pulses.
The analysis indicates that the back~ards flow loss is an important loss
mechanism in 3-phase C.C.D.'s and that the turn-off time of these clock
pulses has a very significant role in determining the exact value of the
transfer inefficiency.
It is shown that in general, longer turn-off ~imes
:give lower inefficiency and also that efficiency impr011es with the use of
smaller charge.packets.
Experimental results which confirm the above
mentioned trends are also given.
lo

INTRODUCTION

·Although a three-level stepped clocking scheme was first suggested for
operating three-phase C.C.D.'s, the simpler two-level clockin~ scheme is
commonly used for practical device opeiation.
Real valtag~ pulses h~ve
finite turn-on and turn-off times and normally a certain amount of over lap
is given between the ·phase waveforms to ensure proper coupling between
adjacent electrode~.
Many of the earlier theoretical treatments (for·
example., ref l) when analysing the charge transfer process, treat the end
of the emptying well as an infinite sink and also assume the voltage on the
·emptying electrode to be. constant during the transfer period..
These
assumptions are valid only for the three-level stepped pulse operationo
For th~ two-level clocking scheme, charge transfer from the emptying well
depends on the potentials and charge densities both in the collecting well
and under the other adjacent elect~odeo
Furthermore, the changes of voltage
on the 'emptying' electrode must be taken into account.
A more exact
an;olysis would include the neighbo1Jring electrodes and solve the. differential
equations for this entire region taking into consideration the temporal
changes of the voltages on all the electrodes.
This present study uses
such an extended analysis for the transfer process in a 3-phase surface
channel c.c.n. driven with a two-level clocking scheme.
firstly, the charge transfer for various turn~of~ times of the vol. tage on the emptying electrode is Cllnsidered.
Tompsett et al. (ref 2} have
found 'experimentally that longer turn-off times improve the trans.fer
efficiency and they reported that the best performance for their device was
obtained when a sawtooth w~veform was used fo= the clocking pulses.
The
present analysis similarly shows that longer turn-off times are prefe:;:able
since they incur less backwards flow loss, but ~lso that at any given
frequency, there is an optimu·m turn-off time 1r1hich gives a minimal transfer
inefficiency.
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Secondly, the influence on transfer of the size of the charge packet
for a given voltage swing of the clocking puls~s, is studied.
Boyle and
Smith (ref 3) have reported an experiment-in which transfer efficiency
· chang~d with the voltage swing.
This present analysis shows that the use
of smaller charge packets (at~ given voltage swing) can give higher
efficiency and tho; t this change depends on the turn-off time.
Attempts
have been made to verify these theoretical predictions experimentally and
some of these results are presented in this paper.

2.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The eq~ations describing the charge transfer-in a p-channel de~ice
(when there is no recombination loss and no increase in carrier density by
generation) are:
(1) the expression for hole current den:;i ty,
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and (2) the hole continuity relation,
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where p is the hole concentration, q the electronic charge, ~ the hole
mobility anu D the hole diffusion coefficienL . ir is the su~face potential
calculated fro~ Poisson's equation reduced to one dimension, and
is a
·fringing ,field, separately introduced to take care of the gradient in the
surface pbtential under any one electrode caused b~ the differing voltages
on_ adjacent electrodes.
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These Partial Differential equations are solved in this analysis by
the method of finite Differences, using the Explicit Scheme (ref 4).
The
surface potential at each time step in the programme is calculated from the
following equation (ref 5),
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is the dielectric constant for silicon, ND is the net doping density, C
0
VG is the magnitude of the
appl~ed voltage on the electrode relat~ve to the neutral substrate and VfB
·is the magnitude of the flat-band voltage.
Carnes, Kosonocky arid
Ramberg (ref 6) have given an empirical formula to be used for computing an
'average' fiinging field, assumed constant during the transfer process:
£

i~ t~e oxide capacitance per unit area:

t
=
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Here, t
is the oxide thickness, L is the electrode lergth, V is the
voltage 0 swing and xd is the depletion thickness when the volt~ge on the
electrode is VR + (Vs/2).
VR denotes the 'resting' (or Off} potential.

(6)
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In the following c~lculations, the fringing field given by {6) is u~ed ·
during and after the turn-off t:l.me of the voltage bn the emptying electrode.
During the turn-on time of the voltage on the collecting electrode, · ;:md
du~ing the overlap time, the fri~~ing field is neglected since its contribution will be small by·comparison with the self-induced drift field
which dominates the early transfer process.
The fringing field under the
~lectrode preceding the emptying electrode is given the same magnitude but
the opposite sign to that of the field under the emptying electrode.
The
effect
of the. fringing field is neglected in the collecting well.
.
.
Th~

gap between the electrodes is· assumed to be negligibly small since
devices with sub-micron gap.s are ava.ilable. (ref 7}. ·Since
liMear edges ~re easier than, say, exponential edges to control experimentally with reasonably high precision, this study is restricted to linear
edges.
Practical wa~eforms for reel device operation will have some
rounding-off at the corners as compared with the linear assumption used for
this analysis.
Trapping of carriers by surface states is ignored throughout the analysis.
We only.consider here the cases when there is no 'fatzero' •
pr~ctical

2.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Numerical solutions are outained which are applicable to one of our
. experimental devices.
The device comprises a 10 Q. em, (100), n-type substrate with ~ 0.17 ~m t~i~k g~te-~xide and 20 ~m long electrodes 2 wi~h about
0.5 ~m gap w1dth.
Mob1l1ty 1s assumed to be constant at 100 em .V l.sec-1.
A measuned value of-~onductivity mobility alan~ the C.C.D. when operated as
a M.o.s.t. with about 200 V.cm-1 along the channel is 1?0 cmZ.v-l.sec-1.
The resting potential is taken to be 6 volts above the threshold voltage of
the device anrl the voltage swing is 10 volts.
.
When the voltage on the collecting electrode starts its turn-on,
carriers from the emptying well will begin to flow into the·collecting well.
{f the overlap period is sufficient, the charge packet will divide almost
equally between these two wells.
As the voltage an the emptying electrode
turns off, a further charge transfer will occur.
At the end of the turn-off
time, when the .voltage has reached it~ resting val~e, there is still some
charge remaining.
The value of the turn-off time used will determine the
amount of this charge remaining at this time~
Depending on the voltage
VR' recombination may occur or be totally absent.
In this study since VR
is sufficiently large, it will be assumed that the recombination loss
ne\fer occ•Jrso
This charge remaining under the 'emptying' electrode,. in addition to
continuing to flow for\'Jards can also flow backwards since there is ria
potential barrier.
Thus a certain fraction of the remaining charge will
join the following packet.
Smaller turn-off times, though enabling a
faster transfer rate at the beginning, will now cause a greater amount of
charge to be lost by backwards flow. ·However, for turn-off times
approaching the total time availablft for transfer at a given clock repetition
frequency (one-third of the clocking period less turn-on an!:! overl<ip times)
the charge still remaining in the emptying well has no time to flow forwards.
Thus for a given operating frequency there will be an optimum t~rn-off time
and Fig. 1 (Curve A) gives the predicted result far 1 MHz clock frequency
when·the signal size is such as to fill the potential well.
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Since the backwards flow loss is solely determined by the turn-off
time used, changing the fr~quency of operation with a fixed turn-off time
and packet size should not affect the .value of inefficiency except at high
frequencies.
fig. 2 shows the predicted inefficiency as 'a. function of
frequency for two different turn-off times (A.- 40 ns and B.- 160 ns).
If the s~gnal size is such as only to half fill the well, inefficiency
vs. turn-off time follows the Curve B of Fig. 1.
This improvement in
transfer efficiency can be explained as follows o
During the initial stages
of the· turn-off, for the same reduction in the electrode voltage, a greater
fraction of the smaller patket will be transferred since the net current
densities are almost the same.
At a later ~tage {n the turn-~ff there will
be greater potential gradients developed for partially filled wellso
Consequently after the turn-off time, there will be a smaller percentage of
the starting charge to be lost by backwards flow.
This decrease of
inefficiency values for smaller packets will not, however, be monotonic.
When the packet is very small, the rate of transfer will rapidly cease to
depend on the clock voltage change and \vill instead be limited by the
'inherent' transfer rate.
Therefore very small packets will have a greater
inefficiency.
Of course, the detailed nature of this effect will depend
on the exact rate of turn~off and the fringing field present during the
turn-off.
Curves A and B in fig. 3 show the change of inefficiency with
fractional filling for two different turn-off times (60 ns and ~20 ns)at 1 MHz •
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4.

·EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Aluminiu'Ql\gate 3-phase C.C.D.'s using a shadow-aluminisation technique
to obtain sub-micron gaps (ref 7) between electrodes of length 20 ~m
(B-bit~) and 11 ~m. (14-bits) are being made at present.
It is planned to
fabricate 6 ~m-gate devices in the near future.
The clock volta9es used
to drive the devices are derived from high-current capacitively-loaded
output circuits.
The internal capacitance loading the output is 270 pf
(:±1%), which permits probing by a Tektronix lOx voltage probe ( ..... 7 pf,
10 MQ) without changing the total capacitance by more than 3%.
The three
phase-locked clock voltages must be closely matched~
Overlap time, turnoff time and turn-on time for each of the three phases can be adjusted in
synchronism in the pulsing circuit developed by us.
These time periods
together with the common voltage levels can be set to an accuracy
approaching 5% at worst for clock frequencies up ·to about 5 MHz.
The out-·
put of the C.C.D. incorporates a simple M.O.S. unity-gain amplifier calibrated as a charge amplifier, and also a reset high-gairi M.O.S.T.
A small
internal 'pad' is provided which permits direct probing of the sense diode/
input transistor gate node;
The capacitance of this node c~n therefore be
measured directly as a function o.f the node voltage.
The voltage gain from
this node to the output of the amplifier can similarly be measured as a
function of the node voltage.
This on-chip output amplifier is found to be
linear to within 5% over a range of at least 6 volts.
The response of the
· output circuit is found to be better than 40 ns rise-time when loaded by a
lOx probe and driven from a 5m"2, ·10 ns. rise-time square wave.
The reset
M.O.S.T. was designed and is measured to recharge the output node in about
20 ns.
Theoretical analysis indicates thEt for a given turn-off time, the trans•
fer inefficiency (e) is expected to ch~nge with packet size (fiu. 3).
If
the transfer inefficiency is very high, then as the packet proceeds along
the
the reduction in packet size may be sufficient to change signi fl.cantly the valu~ of the inefficiency for further transfers.
However,

c.c.n.,
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for an 8 ... bit J,..phase device, with an .'initial' inefficiency Of 2 X 10- 2 ,
the packet reduces after 12 transfers.by only about 12%•
This "f~c:luction
in packet size is expected to cause the value of the inefficiency to
.change by only a factor of 2.
A similar change of inefficiency should
result for longer turn-off times since the value of e will be much lower.
Hence the assumption that the packet travels with the same transfer inefficiency all along.the C.C.D. is reasonable for efficiency values of the
order 2 x lo-2 or below in an 8-bit device.
When a ONE is introduced in
a stream of ZERO~ along the C.C.D., and if the following assumptions are
valid:

(l)

There is no loss of charge due to recombination,

(2)

there is no gain of charge due to generation, and

{3)

the inefficiency value remains the same for all the transfers along
thf! c.c.• n.,

then the first output charge pulse will.be a:nQIN"
Here, a:= 1-e, n is the
total number of transfers and Q .· is the input charge.
Also, the sum of
all the output charge pulses wil' equal the input cha~ge.
Therefore, by
measuring the first output pulse· as a fraction of.the sum of all the output
pulses., the value of e can be calculatedo
In these experiments·, the
differences between the output voltage pulses are measured. to a precision of
about 0.5 mV using a Tektronix 547 oscilloscbpe with lAS plug-in differential
amplifier and lOx probe.
The plug-in has a·n.c.· comparison voltage facility
with fine control; the value of the D.C. voltage necessary to give a
'ruli' as viewed on the screen is measured by a DVM with respect to a
second fixed voltage ~10 ~V).
.
The input end of the C.C.D. corisists of an input diad~, whose potential
is held appropriately to the bit information, and an input gate which
strobes this level in phase with a •
lhe fractional filling of the well is
measured in these experiments in tfie follo~tling manner.
If the first well
is 'overfilled', then an output pulse will appear after only 7 bits delay
(in an 8-bit device).
The output pulse after 7 bits is .monitored at
maximum sensitivity and the input diode voltage is adjusted to ensure that
the ·first well is only just filled.
For any other fractional filling of
the first well, the input diad~ voltage is ~ppropriately adjusted and the
sum of the output pulses measured.
The fractional filling is th.e ratio of
this sum to the total output of a full well.
The experimental results are shown
dictions in Figures 1, 2 and 3.

tog~ther

with the theoretical pre-
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